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Sky force anniversary ps4 cards

How to get all cards Seognil Bot LC Achievement House Of CardsAllocate all cards. This passage is my answer for SirisS-G-P's 100% Guild originally. But it's too long to publish... So I decided to make an independent guild. Greetings all, just to explain how the radar works. Sorry if it was posted, I haven't seen it anywhere. I'll try to simplify it. Think of radar as a clock. Cards appear randomly anywhere, but
always in a rotating light beam, in the space where it is at any given time. Okay, now the trick looks like this. Imagine that a card appears when the light beam is set up at 12 o'clock. The moment it appears, click the search button to make the beam spin and start the search. The moment the beam starts accelerating, click the stop button (the same one that starts with a quick turn) immediately when the
beam points directly at 4:30. For an eight-point star, this means that you click the beginning in the north and click southeast again. The beam stops when the stop button is pressed when it performs a complete turn (360 degrees) + about 225 degrees... at 12:00! My advice is: watch the beam slowly spin until the card appears at 12:00 pm (north in the radar), click on the spin, and immediately, in the same
corner, when it begins to accelerate, click again when the beam is at 4:30. You've got at least half a second. Set the beam amplitute as high as you want in the first attempts. I usually extend it to 10%. Practice it, and you should farm cards significantly faster, and save a very, very large bunch of stars. You can get any card in the radar, just click the start button the moment the card appears (radar beeps)
and press the stop button when the beam turned 4:30 (that's 1/4 and (1/4) / 2 turns, that is, 3/8 full turn), or +135 degrees from the card position. They have nice farming!PS Tip #2: DON'T SAVE PEOPLE. FARM CARDS AND STARS, but they don't unote higher trouble at the beginning. Why? Beacause cards appear on the most difficult difficulties for the last stages. If you have phases 1 and 2 in normal,
the cards will appear there. You need to complete the stage to make the card, so you want to do it in the simplest possible way. Upgrade your ship, that's mandatory. You will save people later to earn medals when you have mastered levels and game mechanics. You can save people after agriculture, there is no need to do it from the beginning. Edit: In the tip #2, you can unlock all the difficulties on the star
farm in phase 3. I seriously advise against further progress stage until agriculture enough if you are a novice in this game. Save tens of hours and tens of thousands of stars.
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